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Disclaimer: AutoCAD and AutoCAD LT
are registered trademarks of Autodesk,
Inc. in the USA and/or other countries.
Autodesk and AutoCAD are one and the
same. History Autodesk introduced
AutoCAD on the Macintosh (Apple II,
Macintosh) computer in December 1982.
In January 1983, it was introduced for
the IBM PC XT and for the IBM PC AT.
AutoCAD for Windows (formerly
AutoCAD LT) was released on August 29,
1994, and AutoCAD for Windows
(formerly AutoCAD PLT) was released on
August 26, 2003. AutoCAD LT is a
version of AutoCAD developed for the
Windows 9x/ME operating systems, and
AutoCAD PLT is a version of AutoCAD
developed for the Windows NT/2000
operating systems. AutoCAD version 11
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was released in February 2004. General
features AutoCAD is used to create 2D
and 3D models of objects in the real
world. Each model is a collection of
objects, called components, that can be
manipulated to create new objects. The
drawing window contains a variety of
views, including design, detail,
annotation, and report views. View
configuration allows the user to choose
the view used for each drawing by
creating a personal user profile, which
allows drawing views to be saved and
recalled. The toolbars in AutoCAD
contain a number of toolbars, tool
windows, and options. By default, the
CIRCLE tool and the TAPE tool are
selected, and the default option is
selected for the HATCH window. The
default option for the INCLUDE
command is to include only those
objects within the current view. You can
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choose a different option for the
INCLUDE command in the Include List
dialog box. Features In CAD, you specify
data points (X, Y, and Z coordinates)
that describe the position of a point, the
distances between two points, and the
orientation of a line, arc, spline, or
polyline. In AutoCAD, you can create
objects from the wireframe, isometric,
and topographical views. You can define
an edge as a single point or as a line,
arc, spline, or polyline. You can create
standard or non-standard objects from
an outline or a surface. The diagram
below shows the different objects that
can be created in AutoCAD. For a
detailed description of each
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Indirect communications An indirect
communication between two programs
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is a file transfer via an intermediary
program. This would be the case for
example, where a power tool is powered
by a plugin or a program that is itself
being used in AutoCAD, and the
communication is automatic. This is
known as an event. AutoCAD is capable
of handling multiple indirect
communications simultaneously. Impact
of AutoCAD on Architecture,
Engineering, and Construction AutoCAD
became the workhorse of Architecture,
Engineering and Construction CAD at a
time when this profession was not large
enough to support multiple CAD
systems. Architecture As an
architectural workstation CAD, AutoCAD
remains the industry standard, providing
a consistent experience from model
generation through rendering. It allows
architects and engineers to create, view
and manipulate architectural 3D models.
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AutoCAD modeling features include:
Construction drawing feature (and also
features for civil engineering, landscape
architecture, mechanical and electrical
engineering). Construction feature
(modeling and visualizing building
construction) Construction detail (a
mode used in designing building
exteriors). MEP (mechanical, electrical,
and plumbing) feature. Object-based
drawing, suitable for parametric design.
Parametric design feature. Other
features such as annotation and
sheeting. Engineering As an engineering
workstation CAD, AutoCAD remains the
industry standard, providing a
consistent experience from model
generation through rendering. It allows
engineers to create, view and
manipulate engineering models.
AutoCAD modeling features include: 2D
and 3D drawing and editing (including
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Surface and Solid modeling). MEP
(mechanical, electrical, and plumbing)
feature. Sheeting feature Surface
modeling (the "digital" replacement for
sheet metal parts). MEP feature
Structural, steel, piping, brick, stone and
concrete feature Space planning and
layout feature. Space planning and
layout feature Ground simulation and
analysis Geometric analysis (calculates
and displays area, volume, surface area,
etc.) Structural (sheeting) edit
Construction AutoCAD allows the field
engineer to import and manipulate 3D
models. AutoCAD is the only CAD
software that can import 3D models
from other CAD systems. AutoCAD
modeling features include: Construction
feature (modeling and visualizing
building construction) Construction
detail (a mode used in designing
building exteriors). Construction drawing
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feature (and also features for
architectural ca3bfb1094
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Printing and plotters Autodesk's Print &
Plotter Software suite supports the
following output media: PostScript, a
page description language first
developed at Adobe Systems in 1982, is
one of the most commonly used page
description languages in publishing
today. Encapsulated PostScript, also
known as EPS, is a method of
encapsulating PostScript documents in a
ZIP archive that can be distributed
online, but is more commonly used by
CAD software. PDF is a portable
document format that is capable of
embedding both PostScript and
Encapsulated PostScript documents, and
therefore functions as an interchange
format for both PostScript and EPS
formats. HPGL is a type of graphic
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language used to describe print output.
It is derived from the PostScript
Language Reference Manual (LRM)
version 2.8. Microsoft® Windowsspecific print devices, such as Microsoft
Graphics Device Interface (GDI),
Microsoft Graphical Device Interface
(GDI+) and Microsoft Direct2D Microsoft
Graphics Control Panel, for Microsoft
Windows XP and later versions Corel
Draw Microsoft Windows native print
device Generic PostScript printer drivers
available through Windows Printing
Services, and on Linux. Placing objects
Autodesk's Placement and Bounding
Tools suite is used to define and place
objects, including point, line, circle, box,
spline, circle spline, arc, and arc spline
objects. The Placement and Bounding
Tools suite consists of six primary tools:
Placement Extrude – Reverses the
direction of a line. It can be used to
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create inclined surfaces. Project –
Defines an imaginary line at the position
of the mouse cursor. Bounding box
Polyline – Creates a polyline with edges
parallel to the line and the number of
edges equivalent to the number of lines
defined with the polyline. Circles Conic
These tools are available in both the 2D
and 3D editors. Search Autodesk's 2D
and 3D editors have a variety of built-in
search tools for identifying and
manipulating objects: Searching by
name Searching by form Searching by
type (i.e., solid, line, arc, surface, spline,
cylinder, cone, torus, shell, and
wireframe) Searching by materials
Searching by pattern Searching by
source Searching by geometric center
Searching by object properties The
search window
What's New in the AutoCAD?
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Draw directly on your Tablet (iOS or
Android) or Touchscreen to quickly
apply your changes and instantly see
the effects in real-time. One click to lock
to the dimension or 3D model, no need
to choose a lock option from the Options
Bar menu, and AutoCAD will
automatically lock a dynamic dimension
when the changes to the dimension
affect its length. (video: 1:48 min.) More
precision in CAD designs with the ability
to change and apply precise, measured
dimension changes. Enhanced ability to
collaborate and incorporate design and
engineering input from other users with
Markup Assist. Markup Assist provides
both positive and negative feedback,
which can be used to incorporate user
feedback into design. (video: 1:26 min.)
Maintain multiple design views in a
drawing at the same time. The way
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AutoCAD has always worked, you could
open more than one drawing at the
same time and each view could be
different. Now, you can open multiple
drawings at the same time, and each
drawing can have multiple views. You
can change the design view while you
work on a different view. (video: 1:09
min.) More Flexibility in The Drawing
Environment: Customize the display of
the drawing environment to meet your
specific needs. Now, you can have a
background image and grid system
based on the orientation of your drawing
or on any pre-defined grid, instead of
having to manually change settings
every time you switch to a different
orientation. You can have two different
types of lighting, a standard lighting set
and individual lights, as well as display
objects and other objects on the drawing
surface, in any combination of three
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different lighting modes. Customize and
change your display settings according
to your preferences, and choose
between a full or reduced toolbar to
meet your workflow needs. Save up to
50% time for frequently used drawing
commands by saving frequently used
shortcuts. By default, new shortcuts are
added to the drawing, but you can
choose to make shortcuts available to
the drawing or even to specific parts of
the drawing. Edit dimensions in a
drawing using new tools in both Vector
and Raster editing environments. Fullfeatured drawing tools such as: moving,
clipping, deleting, splitting, and so on,
can be accessed from the panel. Select
objects with a single click to edit them
directly. Draw and edit text directly on a
drawing using the Block Text feature
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